
SPACING MLA ESSAY

The preparation of papers and manuscripts in MLA Style is covered in part four of the MLA Style Manual. Below are
some basic guidelines for formatting a paper.

A works cited page beginning on a separate page at the end of the paper. The process for saving and using the
template is the same for the instructions given above for  Read the text carefully and make sure you fully
comprehend its meaning. To let the reader know what we changed, we put [] around it. The running head
should be the only item seen in the one inch margin see above for more on running heads. Click the Align
Center icon so that your title will be centered. Click anywhere in the body of the paper to exit the header area.
A table in a research paper. Alignment - The first line of each entry should align with the left margin. See
section 6 of this guide to learn how to properly attribute your paraphrased information. All paraphrases include
references, similar to direct quotes. A figure in a research paper. Notice that the period is on the outside of the
parentheses, not at the end of the quote itself. In a block quote, which is used when a large quote, of 4 lines or
more, is added into a project. You do not include works that were only consulted. A research paper does not
normally need a title page, but if the paper is a group project, create a title page and list all the authors on it
instead of in the header on page 1 of your essay. Most word processing programs automatically default to
using one inch margins. They can be included mid-sentence if necessary, but be sure to add it after any
punctuation, such as commas or periods. The period that ends the sentence comes after the close parenthesis.
Electronic Submission Margins Except for the running head see below , leave margins of one inch at the top
and bottom and on both sides of the text. To create a header, follow these steps: Begin one inch from the top
of the first page and flush with the left margin. Check the page settings section of the program to locate the
margin size. Quite often, the running head and page numbers begin on the second page, but your instructor
may ask you to include the running head on the first page of the assignment. Digital video disc should be
DVD, not D. Use title case for the title Place the label Table 1 and title on separate lines Include any notes
immediately below the table. In general writing conventions, whether the Oxford comma should be used is
actually a point of fervent debate among passionate grammarians. Provided by: Lumen Learning. Name of
author, name of professor, title of course, date of paper on the first page of the paper. Before doing so, be sure
to click "Format" and then "Paragraph" on the menu bar and check your paragraph format to make sure that
the first line of the paragraph is not indented. Abbreviations Abbreviations are commonly used in many source
types including websites, blog posts, books, and journal articles. Set the line spacing to double spaced. Sample
MLA Paper. Type the course identification, and then Enter. Spacing MLA research paper format requires that
the entire research paper or MLA format essay includes double-spaced lines. If the list contains only one entry,
make the heading Work Cited.


